Learning Objectives for Pinnacle Curriculum
Christian Objectives:
1.
3.
5.
7.

Knows who God is
2. Knows that God loves them
Knows who Jesus is
4. Learns to pray
Knows what the Bible is
6. Sings Christian songs
Experiences the love of God and the goodness of humanity through Bible stories

Social and Interpersonal Objectives:
1.
3.
5.
7.
8.
9.

Demonstrates listening skills
2. Plays fairly and takes turns
Shares
4. Respects the rights of others
Expresses one’s feelings
6. Helps others in need
Uses compromise and discussion to resolve conflict
Accepts responsibility for maintaining the classroom environment
Works cooperatively with others on completing a task

Logical and Mathematical Objectives:
1.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Counts 1 to 30
2. Makes comparisons
Understands basic number concepts up to 10
Uses one-to-one correspondence when counting objects
Recognizes patterns and can repeat them
Finds more than one solution to a problem
Understands spatial concepts: first, middle, last, front, back, up, down, over, under, through, in
and out
8. Classifies objects by physical features; sorts

Language and Emerging Literacy Objectives:
1. Follows directions
2. Writes first name
3. Uses writing for a purpose
4. Understands opposites
5. Tells a story in sequence
6. Recites simple songs and finger plays
7. Shows enjoyment of books and stories 8. Uses basic sign language in class
9. Demonstrates knowledge of how to use a book
10. Demonstrate rhyming skills
11. Recognizes the names and sounds of consonants and short vowels
12. Forms consonants and vowels in upper and lower case
13. Builds vocabulary skills including color, words, shapes, weather, seasons, holidays,
manners, friendships, community helpers, family traditions, health and safety, animals,
farming, science and mathematical

Gross Motor Skills:
1.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Catches a ball or beanbag
2. Reproduces rhythmic patterns
Throws an object in the intended direction
Runs with control over direction and speed
Jumps off low surfaces and over objects without falling
Synchronizes movement to rhythm and music
Climbs up and down equipment without falling

Fine Motor Skills:
1. Uses scissors on lines and shapes
2. Uses a crayon in a defined area
3. Coordinates eye and hand movements 4. Demonstrates creativity with different art media
5. Uses writing and drawing tools with control and holds a pencil correctly

